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FOREWORD 

This study is published by The National War Colle^p in accor- 
dance with its mission of "conducting research and study in (he field 
of national security. " 

The research and writing fur this study were performed by 
Captain Donald T. Poe, United Stales NaV'y, who is assigned to 
The National War College as a Senior Research Fellnv. 

The opinions and conclusions expressed herein are those of 
the author and do nol necessarily represent the views of either 
The National  War College or  any oilier governmental  agency. 
References to this study should include the foregoing statement. 
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PERSPECTIVE 

rnited States involvement in military and political affairs outside 
its own borders has been cyclic.    (Xir history is replete with radical 
swings from fully supported extranational excursions to withdrawals 
to the extreme of isolation. 

During the period of World War- 11 and the two decades following, 
the United Stales exuberantly rose to meet aii global challenges, 
including some which might better have IK en left unsatisfied.     Mut the 
nation,   with a high level of unanimilv.   believed that its role was involve 
ment and this generally was endorsed by our allies.     Now,   however', 
a new voice is heard in our land. 

The war in Southeast Asia drags on,   and as it does,   the depth and 
vigor of the bitterness and dissent within the United States grow.    This 
war is strongly denounced across a broad spectrum of our populace. 
Reyund this,   and in some ways of more importance,   there has been a 
change in the basic attitudes of the American people who now demand a 
significant   "reordering of priorities. "   Uecause of these changes future 
Admi nisi rations may not have the freedom to use even limited force to 
promote t'.S.   objectives,   and  it appears that limited wars will lie those 
for- which support will be most difficult to obtain. 

The United States,   nevertheless,  has a continuing role to play as a 
major world power which at times will require the potential or actual 
use of force.    To ensure this ability the United States must regain the 
necessary elements of the national will. 

The President and his supporters must recognize the problems of 
the recent past,   the reasons for them and their solutions.    They must 
(hen mobilize the key elements of the people,   the elites,   and with them 
provide1 the leadership which will  maintain the United Stales as a  world 
power. 
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The War in Southeast Asia 

"Nothing that WP would possibly be accomplishing in Southeast  Asia 
could balance or compare to what the war is doing to this country. " said 
John Gardner in a Christian Science Monitor article in June  1970. 

In its early stages the war in Vietnam was supported by a large 
maiority of the U.S.   people.    In 1965,   the Roper Poll found that 61 percent 
believed the U. S.   role to be proper and only 24 percent believed thai it 
was a mistake.     In  197]  Roper reporter! that 61 percent of the U.S.   people 
feel that a mistake has been made.     Richard Rovere has said that "this is 
the first war in the century in which opposition is not only widespread but 
fashionable. 

Vietnam triggered sweeping changes in America.    It  caused the down- 
fall of the Johnson Administration,   an increasingly critical evaluation 
of aspects of the Kennedy Presidency and a high measure of dissatis- 
faction directed at the current Administration. 

The opposition as it began to form,   seemed primarily to come from 
the Influential intellectual elements of the country,   the educators,   the 
writers,   the artists of all persuasion and the "liberal" wing.    As the 
threat of global communism fader! in their eyes and as the cost  of the war 
in Vietnam grew,   the war appeared less vital to the national interest. 
This nucleus of opposit ion has grown to today's majority who hate the war-. 

The war has b^en abhorred by a growing number of citizens for 
several significant reasons.    Successive Administrations have failed to 
define clearly the justification for involvement.    Statements have been 
made by the leaders giving as reasons,   "Freedom for the peace-loving 
Vietnamese, " "Containment of North Vietnam, " "Containment of global 
communism represented by China, " "The Domino Theory. "   These 
rationalizations essentially resolve into two:   necessary defense of united 
States interests or the protection of the weak against a military aggressor 
Neither has been user] consistently or clearly as the goal of the United 
States; as a result the  nation's confidence in its leadership suffered. 

Compounding the problem of lack of confidenct was the conduct of 
the war itself. It was managed on a "business as usual" 1 asis. Revo- 
lutionary warfare was unfamiliar to the American people and indeed to 
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to the American military.    The war was fought against a determined foe 
who saw his vital interests at stake.     For him it was total war,   which it 
certainly was not for the United States.    Our superior technology in mnny 
instances was negated by the opponents' style of war to which we had 
difficulty in adapting. 

The war now is the longest of our history.    This length,   together with 
the undecided goals,   indecisive results and most decisive costs,  have 
produced the growing malaise within the country.    IT the relatively 
restricted means employed did noi (or could nol) resolve the conflict, 
then the goal chosen,   our own self-defense or the survival of Soulhcasl 
Asia must have been invalid. 

There were other significant factors adding to today's despair in the 
American people.    The mass media spread the horror's of the war as was 
never before possible.    The result was fear and revulsion.    The impact 
on morale is reflected in the high desertion rates,  the widely applauded 
activities against the draft,  My Lai and other such incidents and in some 
sectors at least,   loss of face attending our current withdrawal. 

The war in Southeast Asia has touched and troubled the American 
people as has no event since the Civil War,   except perhaps (he great 
depression of the inSO's.    It has brought fear,  distrust and deep divisions 
in 'he people.    Its results will be felt for years to come. 

Changes in Attitude in the American People 

\rot only is the war in Southeast Asia strongly denounced by a majorily 
of the American people but this attitude has carried over into a much 
broader denunciation of all war.     R.   W.   Tucker in his monograph When is 
War Just writes: 

.   .   .   the significance of Vietnam is not. only that it has 
resulted in a new skepticism toward and distrust of the 
purposes to which American power has been put but even 
more that it has revealed a powerful sentiment against 
war itself.    Ever a small war--that is,   small in terms 
of the quantitative destruction--may appear too destruc- 
tive if men are no longer willing to tolerate war at, all. 

Ut-,   ,       .1,1       U.,» ,\       v'   .    J V    .»l,,,     J 
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In a Time-Louis Harris Poll in 1969,  it was found that the American 
people would not support action against Morth Korea even in the event of 
another Pueblo or EC-121 incident.    Only a minority of Americans would 
support use of nuclear weapons to defend any other country including our 
NATO allies and only slightly more,   still a minority,   would be prepared 
to defend by any means,  our weaker,   smaller fr'ends against outright 
communist invasion or home-generated revolution.    In .lime 1071 the 
American Institute of Public Opinion fount! that 46 percent of those ques- 
tioned felt that war is an outmoded way of settling differences between 
nations while only 43 percent believed that it is sometimes necessary. 

C'antril and Roll (in Hopes and  Fears of the American People) found 
in research oolls conducted in 1971 thai     ...   a clear majority (of the 
American people) now want the war ended even at the risk of a  Communist 
take-over of South Vietnam, " a sentiment that, has risen markedly in the 
last three years (55 percent favor an immediate end as opposed to 36 
percent who want to fight on).    "Public attUude toward existing and future 
American commitments abroad is one of caution and selectivity. "   Seventy- 
seven percent believe "we shouldn't think so much in international terms 
but concentrate more on our own national problems.   .   .   .      Sweeping as 
is this anti-war- attitude,   there are other- changes in our society which 
are equally powerful. 

There is a  revolution in America.     It  is taking many forms and is 
manned by the most diverse elements whose goals are often contradictory, 
but the effects are mutually supporting. 

T>.   S.   Feuer in The New Student Lei of the 1960's describes the anti- 
a rejection of all the Fathers 

existing world 
Americanism in this vocal  group as    .   . 
stood for. "   The New  Loft believes in destruction of thf 
structure convinced that only through destruction can something new 
(which they are unable adequately to describe) be built. 

The Counter Culture adherents,  described by Charles Reich as those 
who achieve Consciousness III in accordance with the gospel as found in 
The Greening of America,   also believe in a complete change in American 
society although not through outright use of force as espoused by those of 
the New Left,    Con III believes there is already a non-violent revolution 
on the way which no one can deter no matter what the will or tools used. 
Another element of the Counter Culture also rejects the old culture--those 
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who have dropped out of society as a means of rejerting it: the hippies, 
the peaceniks, the lower children; those who fight with pacifism rather 
than activism. 

Some say that the era of revolt has ended,  that a feeling of futility 
and apathy is becoming dominant.     While extreme violence,   by the fall of 
1971.   was largely a thing of the past,  the rejection by the youth of the 
mores of the past is growing--spreading to the small colleges and even 
high schools  rather than remaining concentrated in the large,  highly 
visible universities. 

These groups and others of the sort have as their nucleus the dis- 
enchanted youth.    But the call is so persuasive that support at times 
includes much greater numbers of the young anri significant portions of 
the older generations as well.    The collective voices cry for change,   for 
cures of our domestic problems and in order to fund them concurrent 
reductions in funds devoted to national defense.    The problems of the 
Blacks and the cities are now predominant in the eyes of these groups 
and support for their solution is still growing.    Although criticism of our 
involvement in Southeast Asia accompanied and grew with the shift of 
attention and action lo the domestic problems,   it appears that fin's shift 
of emphasis would have occurred even if the war had not been mir primary 
involvement.     This "inward turning" reflects a desire1 that the naiion 
concern itself primarily with its own problems and their cures rather 
than the problems of the peoples and nations of Kurope and Asia. 

Dr.   Gallup's finding in IflTO that the American peoples' support for 
isolation was only 22 percent is not equivalent to the strong desire, 
almost consensus,   on the part of the people to end the involvement in 
Viet: Nam.    Isolation is nebulous,   anti-war is something to be seen and 
felt.    The former is almost a dirty word,   the latter is now almost holy. 
There will be the continued drive for- international trade,  the quest for' 
increased knowledge of other peoples,   an eagerness for- closer contact 
with others (witness the degree of support, for President  IVixon's visit, to 
the Peoples' Republic of China).    There is a shift in the balance between 
domestic and external concerns. 

The decade of the lfl70's is unique in that we face simultaneously the 
problems that have been created by the war in Southeast  Asia and the 
demanding problems within our' own count t-y,   neither of which is a  result 
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of the other nor is solved or even significantly ameliorated by the solution 
of the other. 

The results of these discontents in nut- land a'-e additive and mutuany 
reinforcing.    They will limit the freedom of future Administrations to 
take actions which might have been considered necessary in the past 25 
years. 

Dr.   Philip Handler,   President of the National Academy of Science 
has said,   "Clearly this is no quickly passing phase.    It is a profound move- 
ment expressive of man's innermost yearnings,   albeit as yet withoul a 
sense of direction.    No society is untouched,  none will ever be the same. 

National Will 

This significant change in the attitudes of the American people has 
occurred at a time when the United Stales must continue to be prepared 
to deter,   or if necessary fight,   limited war when such is clearly in the 
national interest.    The problem resolves to the will of the national leader- 
ship to levy the requirement upon the people and the will of the people to 
respond.    The primary problem of defense is not. military hardware bid 
to maintain the necessary political support.    Our interests will likely bf 
endangered if our' enemies conclude lhal our domestic divisions mean that 
while we have the capability,  we lack the will to use it. 

Segments of the American people are now trying to justify their changes 
of attitude by describing the problem as having gone away.    "Many say that 
the United States has no real interest in Southeast Asia and that a communist- 
dominated Vietnam is really not so bad after all.    Others argue that Ameri- 
can force levels should be significantly decreased in Europe; that Russia 
is becoming a twentieth century capitalist state and that Pastern Purope 
would really rather be on the side of the West. 

American involvement abroad with military force is not as probable 
in the decade ahead--partly because of Vietnam,   partly because of the 
"inward-turning, " partly because of a change in the national will.    In com- 
bination these forces amount to a denial by the people of the United Slates 
of the nation's role as a world power,   a  role which can lie player! only by 
being prepared to exercise force across the complete spectrum of war if 
U.S.   interests dictate. 

^iaaM^^tx-<iAi^:>^^^i<M^^^m»^m. 
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We must learn how to restore our national self-confidence.    Melief 
in the rightness of our action is vital.    'Hie will to mobilize strength in 
support of crucial national security interests must be engendered in the 
American spirit.    Among the most difficult problems our national leaders 
will ha . e to face in the years to come are those which literally require 
that U.S.   forces be engaged,  and,   concomitantly,   to generate the will to 
acl when the leadership determines that action is imperative. 

The Obligations of Power 

While the changes observed in the national attitude will affect the 
prosecution of U.S.  national security obiectives,  it appears that the 
leaders in the United Slates,   from whatever their position in the spectrum, 
will ensure that we retain a sufficient nuclear ability to constitute a cred- 
ible general war deterrence,  and are determined that we be prepared to 
support vital national interests related to survival.    The weight of the 
force thought to be necessary will vary From spokesman to spokesman, 
and in the view of many,   some may opt for a force that is marginal or 
even deficient; but it appears that none would knowingly permit the United 
Spates to drop below the level of preparedness which he sees as minimum. 

Whether such resolve may be rallied in support of what future Admin- 
istrations might define as "necessary limited war-" (in which neither n.S. 
survival nor' mode of life are clearly at stake) is no! as sure. 

The routes to limited wars which could validly involve the Pnited 
Stages are many.     Kmotional issues such as Israel defending herself 
against a coordinated Arab League have in the past and can in the future 
be expected to inflame the American people to such a degree that some 
U. S.  action will be demanded.    In such events national will is not in ques- 
tion,  however,   balance of power questions will continue to arise which 
will appear to the national authorities to require U.S.   involvement.    These 
may be major power confrontations centered on lesser' powers,   as in Cuba 
in 1962,   or they may be by proxy as in the Dominican Republic in l0G.r). 
Such questions would include wars between lesser powers in numerous 
areas throughout the world where our interests are involved.    Protection 
of U.S.   nationals overseas,  v/hether in private business or on official 
governmental missions,   must also continue to warrant action when their 
safety is in question. 

£.,:.-..'.,, 
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The examples are almost limitless in a world as small as ours, with 
nations in closer and closer' contact. Requirements for limited war, with 
lr.S.  involvement,  arc more probable than the converse. 

With nuclear parity both the United Stales and the IT.S.R. H.  are freer 
to take actions in limiled wars (at least those not directly involving both) 
than it" the strategic situation were less stable.    Tin's then permits limit er] 
war on a broader geographical scale,  with at times broader political 
objectives and even a greater use of force than if parity did not exist. 
Khrushchev in his illuminating speech in January 1061 said:    "There will 
be wars of national liberation as long as imperialism exists .   .   .   we have 
helped and shall continue to help people fighting for their freedom. 

United States participation in limited war in Third World states is 
philosophically opposed by some of our thinkers because such intervention 
could lead to unhealthy suppression of legitimate goals of those peoples. 
For the past two decades,  the United Stales has generally argued for 
stability as opposed to change through force,   a policy which in turn supports 
incumbent (and sometimes unpopular or' repressive) regimes,    bniled 
States involvement in these countries has,   in certain instances,   undoubtedly 
inhibited change of government  which sometimes is the only inc;ins for prog 
rcSM .'ind tor long-term peace.     However,   in sonic ci rcinnsh'inccs,   the 
Ihiited '-'laics national interest  m;iv  require stability even al  the cost  of 
deferred progress in other nations. 

Some argue for attempts to deter certain limited war-s by using 
influence in the underdeveloped nations to create a climate hostile to 
insurgency.     While deterrence,   if accomplished,   is undoubtedly the best 
way to solve the problem,  our ability to provide the resources and to decide 
sufficiently in advance,   which regimes to support in the variety of areas 
throughout the world where such might be required seems difficult to the 
extreme. 

In the Nixon Doctrine,   the President has diagrammed the Administra- 
tion's policy for the fulfillment of the nation's global responsibilities.    Many 
have interpreted the Doctrine as a deliberate withdrawal from external 
involvement.    It seems,   however,   that the Doctrine recognizes public opin- 
ion but intends that the United Slates shall maintain an ability to influence 
the action with force if necessary,   when the use of force is determined to 
hn in the national interest.    "The Doctrine seeks to reflect these realities: 
That a major American role remains indispensable.   ..."   The Nixon 
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Doctrine is in somo respects vag"ue and open to interpreration.    It is   ' 
philosophy,   not a detailed plan of artion.    Rut if docs describe an intent 
for the rTnited States to continue to be involved in world affairs. 

respite I. \e general rejection of external military involvement,  despite 
the difficulties mherent in the conduct of limited wars,  and despite the 
inherent difficulty in the generation of domestic support for- any limited 
war (because suppoH  is limited just as the war is),   the united Slates will 
have- to be prepared selectively to deter' limited war,   if such is possible, 
or if not,   prepared selectively to p;i rticipat.e  in them.    U.S.   interests 
abroad may come under some form of attack,   sponsored by communism 
or others.    We may even have limited war1 forced upon us.    The t'niled 
States as a world power1 cannot, escape this, 

Lincoln Rloomfield in "After  \eo-Isolationism ,   What''" ha.-, said: 

The trouble is that if the United States is not willing 
to use its military power directly to intervene in meal 
conflict situations that may upset a local or regional 
balance,  this country may nevertheless still have to act. 
United States' interests may still be involved,   or- a lar/jer 
peace may be threatened.   .   .   . 

The Rrrors of Our Ways 

To plan the future and to determine how to mobilize the national will, 
the leadership must look at the errors in the decisionmaking an'   conduct 
of our past experiences  in limited war.    Those in Korea and Viel   N'ani are 
our most revealing. 

In both wars leadership failed because of the prolonged length of the 
war with the attendant higher casualty rales,   and the fact that the goals of 
the wars were never made clear to the American people,   or to some ele- 
ments of the leadership as well,   if in fact the goals were ever strictly 
defined at the top echelons. 

In Korea the initial, objective of the United Nations (with the United 
States as agent) was to repel the North Korean invaders back beyond the 
38th parallel.    When this objective was successfully achieved,   the goal 
was changed to a  reunification of all Korea.     Rut when the Cninese 
Communisfs rolled across the Yalu.  the objective was shifter] again because 
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of circumstances,  not definable national interest, to that of preservation 
of South Korea,    In Vietnam a variety of slogans were used to describe 
the shifting U.S.   objectives,   ranging from  protection of a  friendly and 
defenseless people to containment, of international communism.    The goals 
changed from victory in the South to a negotiated peace. 

Future decisionmakers of the United States must carefully review the 
history of the past two or three decades and more carefully define the 
nation's goals,  applying new criteria in determining the national interests. 

In this redetermination of U.S.   interests,  the leadership must, insure 
that the objectives are in the range of feasibility and attainable at a cost 
which will not ex 'eed the gain.    There must be a balance,   based on 
national interests,  between the needs and costs of external goals and 
those of internal problems.    This balance must be achieved with a greater 
appreciation for the fact that there is no one else who will solve our 
domestic problems but that international problems do not   necessarily or 
universally require a U.S.   solution.    The cost, factor must not only treat 
the cost of the attempt but also the cost of failure or1 rejection of the 
attempt.    If a President cannot be assured of making the cost fit (he go;il, 
he must be more chary in his attempt to reach the goal,    11  seems obvious 
that the world,   at. least in its "Small War" arena,   does not need the United 
States as much as it did until say,   1960,   or at least as much as we thought 
it did. 

f'rederick II.   Hartmann has recently said that when an international 
problem develops the leadership must: 

(a) Uecide what the United States wants the result to be; 
(b) Determine who will probably act,   what the action will be and who 

will likely oppose,  and from that 
(c) Determine what, needs to be accomplished that can be accomplished 

only by the United States. 

In short,  U.S.  national goals must, be redefined to determine what is 
necessary. 

Rut beyond this redefinition is the obvious prerequisite of belief by the 
people in the honesty of their government.    Credibility is an overworked 
word,   but the United States is doomed to much greater pain it' credibility is 
noi. restored,     future limited wars will not be supported if faith is absent. 
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!f the cost of a war seems increasingly high to greater nnmhers of 
the American people while the leadership continues lo holievc dial the 
national interest demands the action,   that leadership is failing to make 
its views known to the people.    Too manv times in the past if was thought 
that the American people were incapable of understanding the problem or 
the reasons for action and the leadership succumbed to paternalism.    In 
some eras it appears that the leadership has attempted lo manipulate the 
American people rather than lead by means of the objective trails of 
credibility and honesty.    The people innately want  to believe in the 
President, lie is the leader of all of them.    If he demonstrates rredibility 
lie will be believed,  as no source of information is given greater weight 
than is the President. 

The wars that will cause the greatest anguish for and produce the 
greatest rejection by the American people are the "limited" wars,   those 
not involving national survival or even seriously threatening the quality 
of life of the people but which have been determined by the nationa1 leaders 
as required in the national interest--eithr>r to forestall larger wars or to 
satisfy moral or treaty obligations lo our friends.     These wars,   "limited" 
by definition,   must be kept  limited.    They must, not  absorb disparate 
proportions of the nation's wealth or manhood.    The cost  versus benefit 
must always be to the  fore in the trade-offs and decisions of the leadership. 

Corollary to the above,   the "limited ' war'must be short.    If either 
the Korean or Viet  Mam wars could have hern satisfactorily eoneluded 
with limited cost in a   relatively short, time,    the present problems would 
not exist. 

The mistakes made by the United States are the source of our- troubles. 
Our leader's must learn from them and apply the solutions in the exereisr 
of domestic political power.     Only then ran a solid base be made for supp'ir 
of future national objectives. 

The Decisionmaking Process 

Where does power reside in the United States today'1    flow can it he 
used to modify prevailing TT. S.   attitudes'' 

Public participation in foreign policy is unstructured and informal 
and it varies from issue lo issue,  yet  it is real.    The voter may have 
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relatively little interest in abstract or general foreign policy problems, 
but he will have significantly greater interest in those that directly touch 
him--by taxes or by conscription. 

Gabriel Almond in an early work on influences in policy making cate- 
gorized the members of the public as occupying one of four strata.    There 
is the "general public" with a variety of interests,  but probably no strongly 
held beliefs,   at least not: for significant lengths of time or much farther 
afield than the immediate environments.    There is an "attentive public" 
which is informed and interested in national problems and which consti- 
tutes the audience for the foreign policy discussions.     It contains those 
who are sufficiently concerned; they have views,  are listened to and are 
influential.    Third is the "policy and opinion" leaders,   those who argue 
the issues and are listened to by the attentive public and the decisionmakers 
as well.     Finally,   there is the  "official or executive leadership, " the 
decisionmakers,  primarily governmental. 

Although the American political system incorporates no process or 
mechanism fo" direct access to decisionrr.aking,  there are the groups and 
individuals with power and influence who,   through interest and dedication, 
reserve to themselves an active role in some form or other.    These 
"elites, " the "policy and opinion" leaders,  are the key to the structure of 
public opinion and public support.    The elites are the most fruitful targets 
for a President's leadership efforts.    They are the catalyst, which can 
mobilize the will of the people to respond to the charge of the President. 
They provide the required strengths for the exercise of national leadership. 

The elites are speaking to and for larger groups which  results in the 
formulation of opinion.    A gifted leader puts into words ideas which are 
only vaguely felt or1 perceived by the larger group.    When this is skillfully 
done,   the leader finds that he has a following.    The key to decisionmaking 
is the mobilization of the elites. 

The elites are not specifically a  ruling class,  but they do possess 
power.    They usually,  but not always,   function by the exercise of influence 
rather than by direct action.    Their separate strengths vary from issue to 
issue and from era to era.    Some students argue that ours is a pluralistic 
society with a very decentralized power structure,  yet the functioning of 
Hie United States Government with its most obvious centers of power' 
influence seems to disprove this theory. 
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The several elites which are desrrihed below are illustrativp.  and 
given only cursory treatment,   but 'hey are die ma-jor elites which add 
their voices and influences in the evolulion of the nation's foreign policy. 

The intellectuals,  those who "think" and are most anxious to contri- 
bute their thoughts,  arc key to the thinking of others.     Their power si cms 
from the honor generally paid to those of intelligence.    This power is 
growing for as time  goes on,   the level of education increases and the 
teachers,  especially in the higher levels,   are among the leaders in the 
groups of intellectuals. 

Tudisputed power accrues to Ihose who distribute the views of other's. 
Mass communications,   especially television,  have provided a means foi- 
each of the elites to  make its views known as at no time in the past. 
National issues are now settled on a national basis,   with an increasing 
awareness of the facts and of all the nuances of these facts.    Although it 
seems true that the communications (Tile cannot in itself manufacture 
opinions,   it is a manor tool in the distribution of them,   and it does con- 
tain the ability to "editorialize, " to provide emphasis or deny ii. 

The members of the uniformed elite at the policy making level have 
power and are anxious to use it for what they believe to be the right.    With 
annual budgets in the scores of billions of dollars,  and with more thnn two 
million men in their commands,   they can exercise power which is renl. 
These leaders,  whether1 agreed with or not.  speak with authority ;ind nre 
listened to. 

Industrial leaders,   like those of the nrlitary,  exercise their- power 
through their influences on the dollar and on people.    They decide,   with 
obvious influence from the buying public,   -hat should be made,   how it 
shall be made and what it will  cost.     Despite the power of labor they can 
decide who will be hired,   how many and how much they will be paid. 

The federal civil service,   together with the other nonmilitary pro- 
fessional elements of the government exert a very real influence.    The 
bureaucracy membership is much larger in size than any other entity in 
the nation.    Its influence upon the Congress is tremendous ;ind its payroll 
is among the most  significant in any category.    The bureaucracy provides 
the  "action officers" from whom stem the first approaches toward new 
methods and new solutions. 

^ffiMfttiätlifeiiW^liWiTO^r^itftiHMW 
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Political leadership provides the means for "running the country. 
It provides the members of the Administration and of the Congress and 
sometimes more significantly,   the county chairman and the warf! leaders. 
T'  provides the leadership of the nation. 

Old Society,   containing elements of all of the above,   also exists 
separately as an elite which usually (but not always) has wealth,   political 
power,   and induslrial or' military asperts.     fl most cerlainly overlaps the 
i Ml cllectuals and,   hecanse of lln' aura  il   possesses,   is an  .dilc  with 
i nfluence. 

Yet this description is fai  too simple,   for the elites,   depending on 
the issue,   find that they are split within themselves at, the same time as 
they find themselves melding into others.    There are sub-categories 
within the elites and stresses and si rains in attempts lo provide the domi- 
nant voice and major influence.     As the issues change there are permuta- 
tions and combinations within and between the elites,  and when there are, 
as in the real world,  numerous issues,  the elite makeup becomes con- 
fused,   diverse and difficult to categorize.    Through this constant shifting, 
combination and amalgamation of memberships,   issues are voiced and 
decision influences are brought to bear. 

The elites are becoming more complex because of increased communi- 
cations,   ease of travel,   greater education and sophistication of the people 
and the greater- diversity and mobility in society.    The leaders of these 
elites find it more difficult  to determine» whom they are leading.     ('.   Wright 
Mills says there is no prime elite,   and Kric Hoffer says there is not a 
mass culture but, that we are a nation of elites.    While the masses undoubt- 
edly hold opinions,  at least more so than in the past primarily because of 
communication,  they still follow their own elite leaders.    The relative 
weight  of opinion has not changed; the elites still function but now they have 
greater numbers of followers.     Elites are competitive,   and as not uncommon 
in human affairs,   are often self-serving. 

While there is,   in fact,   a prime elite or combination of them,   depending 
on the issue,   the era and the mood of the people,   it is impossible finitely 
to predict its makeup or goal at any future time in any set of circumstances. 
The elite affiliation now striving for immediate withdrawal from Southeast 
Asia would probably be equally strident in opposition to a United States 
involvement in Latin America in support of an incumbent regime,  but would 
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likely demand United States action should Israel appear to fail under 
attack by Egypt.    Yet this same elite grouping miglit be shattered by a 
powerful attempt, to intervene (on either side) in Northern Ireland, 

Despite the contradictions,   the elite structure is alive and well and 
through it a government must operate in seeking its goals and discharging 
its responsibilities. 

Mobilization of the Elites 

Future Presidents "/ill find it incumbent to learn the lessons from 
the past,   profit by them,  and use them in their attempts to persuade 
elite leaders that United States interests,  and thereby,  their own,  are 
best served by their support of these vigorously evaluated and clearly 
defined policies and goals.    Rut even a large measure of support by the 
elites may not always lead to the Promised Land. 

There are some who hold that events are the prime movers of public 
opinion. Lloyd A, Free, President, of the Institute for International 
Social Research, has said, "it's usually events rather than persuasion or 
propaganda which trigger national changes in popular attitudes. " Lincoln 
Bloom field has said, ''. . . only a clear and present danger will override 
fears of getting involved.   ..."   Henry Cabot Lodge,  Jr. ,   said in 1932, 

There is finally that great event apparently uncontrollable and unpredict- 
abl" that moves public opinion as nothing else can. "   These thoughts are 
illustrated by President Roosevelt's inference that the Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor had made ]ny task of leading the country into war much 
easier.    The overpowering event such as Sarajevo,   Pearl  Harbor or 1he 
\orth Korean invasion of the South will likely be unassailable in its influ- 
ence on the public will.    These "uncontrollable and unpredictable ' events 
will shape the  nations future.    But events less cataclysmic can be of 
varying or even contradictory value to the various elites and can be used 
to advantage by alert leadership.    The Reichstag Fire,  the Tonkin Chill' 
incident,   the Cuban Missile crisis,   whatever the historical evaluation of 
them,   were events skillfully used by the then current leadership,   whether 
national or factional. 

A skillful balance of the various national activities can often provide 
solutions when perceived imbalances produce discord.    President Mxon 
is exerting all effort to "wind down" the war in Southeast Asia.     A Harris 
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Poll taken in October 1^71 shows that 65 percent of the American people 
believe that the war is morally wrong and 53 percent believe that the rate 
of the withdrawal is too slow,  yet 53 percent had "hardly any confidence" 
'hat the South Vietnamese government can keep the country out of the hands 
of the Communists.    This clearly shows thai  the adverse opinion on the 
war in Southeast Asia has not yet reached a bottom and that the U.S.   people 
believe our intervention was a failure: yet the President's popularity oven- 
all has increased during the past, few months,   primarily it seems hccimse 
of his attempt to solve a domestic problem by the attack on all foes of the 
dollar and his trips to China and  Russia which the people see as a quest 
for global peace.    This apparent contradiction demonstrates that limited 
wars which future leaders believe necessary may be successfully attempted, 
even though unpopular,  ir the cost is kept, within bounds and if the overall 
good exceeds the overaT i'l. 

After the President has proved that he has adapted the lessons of the 
[»ast to the problems of the present,  has capitalizeri to the optimum, on 
the events,  and has properly balanced his program,  he must  build on the 
support he always holds,   no matter the conditions.    Despite the sophisti- 
cation,   even cynicism in the country and despite the war-gene rated despair, 
there' is still a sub-stratum on which  renewed patriotism can lie built.    The 
"rally  round the flag" attitude still  survives despite the unrest,   hitterness 
and opposition.    There can he support for the actions that, need to be taken; 
there are the many citizens who will follow the Chief Executive and 
Commander in Chief. 

Yet all of this does not provide the ultimate answer. 

The possible combinations and permutations of participants and goals 
in limited wars of the future are too diverse to permit, specific recitals of 
actions or forbearances,   of strengths or weaknesses,   of demands or' con- 
cessions.    The affiliation of the various elites of the uncertain future is 
ambiguous and the support, which might be provider! for- undefined tasks 
cannot be predicted.    These and other key questions can only be answerer! 
at the time in light of the facts of the world as it then exists.     Mo leader 
can validly plan the specifics of elite mobilization.    There is,   however,   a 
formula,   simple yet of the utmost difficulty in execution. 

The problem resolves into two basic demands upon a President in order- 
to take the country into limited war: 
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Insure that it is required,   and 

Keep the goals honest and insure that they are understood. 

Tf the President is successful in Miese he must satisfy two additional 
and difficult   requirements,     lie nnisi: 

Keep the vv;ir limited,   and 

Kcp[) it short. 

This will require the ultimate of our1 leadership--biit even the ultimate 
thai can be deliverer] by a mortal cannot  invariably (or' possibly even 
frequcnlly) be expected fully to satisfy these demands.    Yet,   this is the 
task.    The President,   and those who support him,   must satisfy the elite 
leaders that, he has clone his host to solve those requirements.    It is then 
the role of the elites to muster the support.    But if after all means have 
been prosecuted and all strengths exerted,  this support is denied and a 
consensus cannot be obtained,   then United Slates involvement is not in Mic 
national interest.    If the will does not exist and cannot be generated,   the 
action should not be attempted. 

Prescription and Prognosis 

The current and projected state of national will forecasts a problem to 
the national leadership in its attempts to exert IT.S.   force overseas,   even 
in those areas and in those roles where hard thought convinces the leaders 
that. r.S.   involvement is required.    This condition of will is no* likely 'o 
improve by itself in the near future.     It  therefore rests upon the  PresidetH 
and his supporters to lead the mobilization of the elites by convincing them 
thai the goals are valid and that the cost is right.    To achieve   this,   he must 
realistically  have analyzed the  relative costs versus gains.     He must  e\et't 
all  effort  to be frank with the American people and to transmit; valid signals 
to OUT' allies and adversaries alike. 

The President must trade on the popularity and credibility be will 
accrue if he is careful in his choices,  honest in his description of them 
and vigorous in their prosecution. 
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The President ordinarily will not he able to generate the key event 
which will galvanize the national will behind him,  but he will be well 
advised to pray for it and,  if he is discerning enough,  he will permit it 
to happen and give it proper direction and support when it comes upon 
the scene. 

The mobilization of the elites calls for the highest caliber of states- 
manship and politics,  and a delicate blend of philosophy,   faith and muscle 
and,   beyond that,  honesty,   determination,  a strong personal will and good 
luck. 

With these factors and realistically selected goals,  our leadership 
will have above-average chances to keep the United Slates a major world 
power,   albeit playing a role somewhat reduced from that, of the past 30 
years.    The pendulum will swing again,   but until it does,  we must not 
only content ourselves with the new perceptions but,  in fact,  relish them. 
To do otherwise is to our great misfortune. 


